
Würth uses DeltaMaster in its central pur-
chasing department to analyze millions 
of data records and distribute reports 
through the Web- or Windows-based ap-
plications to a wide range of user groups.

The Würth enterprise is specialized in trade 
with assembly and fastening materials. It 
has over 410 companies in 84 countries and  
more than 65,000 employees worldwide. 
Würth International AG, a subsidiary based 
in Switzerland, is responsible for managing 
the purchasing processes of all Würth com-
panies outside of Germany. Maintaining the 
supply of commercial products to all these 
Würth companies is one of the company’s 
main tasks. It also strives to maintain high 
levels of service, inventory turnover, and 
customer satisfaction. 

Management information system

Providing the necessary functionality, visu-
alizations, and analytics for more than a mil-
lion products was a major challenge in the 
past. The previous system lacked the nec-
essary visualization capabilities and analytic 
power. Würth International, therefore, saw 
the need to increase transparency as well as 
make its processes for reporting and analy-
sis more efficient. In order to achieve these 
goals, the company decided to implement 
a comprehensive management information 
system for the central purchasing team and 
all international group subsidiaries. 
The new tool should provide capabilities for 
standard reporting, in-depth analysis, and 
annual planning as part of a self-service BI 
solution. The goal was to reduce the burden 
on IT while providing business users more 
capabilities for analysis. 

Systematic software evaluation

As part of a systematic selection process, 
Würth International evaluated several differ-
ent products and vendors based on product 
presentations and on-site visits with refer-
ence customers. After narrowing down the 
choices, the company invited two vendors 
to create and present a few initial reports 
based on its own data. Following this proof 
of concept, it chose DeltaMaster. „Even at 
this stage, we already saw major differenc-
es,“ emphasized Reto Märki, Project Manag-
er at Würth International. 

A step-by-step path to success

The project kicked off with various work-
shops for building the system, creating re-
ports, and training the project team. The 
system went live in just four months with a 
first set of monthly reports followed by the 
revenue and gross income planning for the 
coming year. Over time, the team deployed 
DeltaMaster in other areas as well. Current-
ly, the central purchasing departments for 
Asia and America also create reports with 
DeltaMaster, and users analyze logistics or 
supply chain management data with the 
software as well. „The step-by-step ap-
proach and tangible results helped us gain 
high levels of user buy-in, which were all key 
factors to our project‘s success,“ added Carlo 
Bearth, Finance Officer. 

From data to KPIs

Detailed analysis and reporting is challeng-
ing when millions of data records are in-
volved. Query speed, therefore, played an 
important role in the project. Data from SAP 
BW and other source systems is frequently 
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Look, see, do

loaded and consolidated into Microsoft SQL 
Server. Users can then prepare this data as 
reports in DeltaMaster.

The underlying data model is extensive with 
about one million products from 130,000 
suppliers. With the help of DeltaMaster, 
users can analyze purchasing and logistics 
data based on various criteria – for example, 
to gain insights on more than 9,000 differ-
ent routes by either carrier or transportation 
method.

In Windows or the Web

DeltaMaster publishes data through two dif-
ferent channels. The enterprise and 30 inter-
national subsidiaries work with DeltaMaster 
WebOption,  Würth International with the 
Windows desktop client. Select editors cre-
ate reports and analyses centrally and pub-
lish the respective analyses to DeltaMaster 
Repository, where administrators assign 
user groups and granular permissions to 
individual reports. Designated users from 
group headquarters or the international 
subsidiaries can then access this information 
from a standard Web browser.

High-end analytics with 
dynamic portfolio analysis

Aside from standard reports, DeltaMaster is 
also used for in-depth analytics. One popu-
lar module is the dynamic portfolio analysis, 
which shows the position changes of an at-

tribute over time as a dramatic animation. 
At Würth, users run dynamic portfolio anal-
yses to determine the price development of 
products. „Here you can really see the value 
of DeltaMaster,“ emphasized Bearth. „You 
just can‘t do that in Excel.“

Further References

Companies of all sizes and industries rely 
on DeltaMaster. Clients include: Berker,  
ColorExpertStorch-Group, Folag, Steinbach-
er Dämmstoff, and wolfcraft in the construc-
tion, building materials and home improve-
ment sectors; ABUS, Conmetall, GAH Alberts, 
and Gühring in the metal goods sector; 
and HEWI and Sanitop-Wingenroth in the  
sanitary goods sector.

„Thanks to DeltaMaster, all of our reports have a common look 
and feel. This fosters a better overall understanding, increases 
user buy-in, and helps us attract more and more users.“
Carlo Bearth, Würth International


